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 USB-eLicenser is an OEM USB chip based on RISC processor, and its architecture was designed according to encryption algorithms of various existing copy protection schemes including PPCS (PS2 Protected Copy System), SCMS (Secure Copy Management System) and others. It is officially supported only by the following Steinberg products: SCMS 8 and its successors: Steinberg SCMS-8 (B-
Stage), Steinberg SCMS-8f (F-Stage), Steinberg SCMS-8m (M-Stage) SCMS 8 was first released on 2000 and Steinberg SCMS-8m was released on 2006. SCMS 8 and its successors are software based, in order to ensure the security and manageability of the device. USB-eLicenser is based on firmware rather than software, and will directly execute the key generation and copy protection functions.
Therefore, this type of copy protection is hardware based and cannot be removed or bypassed without hardware update. Since USB-eLicenser was developed as an OEM copy protection device, the prices for SCMS 8 or its successors are higher than that of USB-eLicenser, but the copyright protection is much better. References External links Steinberg - Steinberg products official site Steinberg -

Media Solutions official site Steinberg OEM and industrial markets official site Steinberg license central official site Category:Digital rights management Category:Steinberg Media Technologies productsPriority is claimed on Japanese Patent Application No. 2004-329479, filed Oct. 27, 2004, the contents of which are incorporated herein by reference. 1. Field of the Invention The present invention
relates to a liquid discharge apparatus and a method of controlling the same. 2. Description of the Related Art In recent years, it has become a common practice to record important documents by recording them onto recording medium using a liquid discharge apparatus, such as a printer. The discharge of liquid is performed based on information of the recorded document. Here, it is particularly
important to record accurate information on the recording medium. Therefore, as disclosed in Japanese Patent Application Laid-Open No. 2002-263668, it is common to perform a test recording for confirming the accuracy of the information by recording information of predetermined data onto the recording medium and then reading it by a reading apparatus such as a scanner. According to the

related art, the test recording may be performed by 520fdb1ae7
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